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Abstract
Researchers from myriad fields frequently seek to quantify and classify concentrations of carbonaceous aerosols as organic carbon (OC)
or elemental carbon (EC). This is commonly accomplished using thermal-optical OC/EC analyzers (TOAs), which enable measurement via
controlled thermal pyrolysis and oxidation under specific temperature protocols and within constrained atmospheres. Several commercial TOAs
exist, including a semi-continuous instrument that enables on-line analyses in the field. This instrument employs an in-test calibration procedure
that requires relatively frequent calibration. This article details a calibration protocol for this semi-continuous TOA and presents an open-source
software tool for data analysis and rigorous Monte Carlo quantification of uncertainties. Notably, the software tool includes novel means to
correct for instrument drift and identify and quantify the uncertainty in the OC/EC split point. This is a significant improvement on the uncertainty
estimation in the manufacturer’s software, which ignores split point uncertainty and otherwise uses fixed equations for relative and absolute
errors (generally leading to under-estimated uncertainties and often yielding non-physical results as demonstrated in several example data
sets). The demonstrated calibration protocol and new software tool enabling accurate quantification of combined uncertainties from calibration,
repeatability, and OC/EC split point are shared with the intent of assisting other researchers in achieving better measurements of OC, EC, and
total carbon mass in aerosol samples.

Video Link
The video component of this article can be found at https://www.jove.com/video/59742/

Introduction
The ability to accurately measure atmospheric concentrations of carbonaceous species is exceedingly important to many researchers.
1
Carbonaceous species in ambient particulate matter (PM, the largest environmental risk factor for early death ) have been suggested to be
2,3,4
the key component of PM responsible for adverse health effects and outcomes
. Particulate carbon in the atmosphere is a critical climate
pollutant, where different carbonaceous species are known to have variable, even opposite, impacts. Black carbon is potentially the second
5,6,7,8
strongest direct radiative forcer in the earth’s atmosphere
. When deposited on snow and ice, black carbon also reduces the reflectivity of
9,10,11,12
the arctic landscape, enhancing the absorption of sunlight, and increasing the rate of melt
. Contrastingly, hygroscopic organic carbon
13
particles act as cloud condensation nuclei, increasing the mean reflectivity of earth, and causing a cooling effect . Accurate classification of
sampled carbonaceous material and concurrent quantification of measurement uncertainties are thus essential aspects of particulate matter
measurements.
14

Differentiating between organic and elemental carbon in a particulate-laden sample can be achieved using a thermal-optical analysis .
15,16,17
Commercial, laboratory-based systems for thermal-optical carbon analyses have been created
including an on-line, semi-continuous
18
analyzer that enables the execution of thermal-optical analyses in the field. The present work describes a detailed procedure for calibrating
this latter OCEC instrument (see Table of Materials) and shares an open-source software tool for the rigorous quantification of calibration and
analysis uncertainties. Although the initial release of the open-source software is designed for the output file format of the semi-continuous
instrument, the software tool could readily be extended by others in future to work with outputs generated by other instruments.
The semi-continuous thermal-optical organic/elemental carbon analyzer (OCEC) quantifies organic carbon (OC) and elemental carbon
(EC) in a sample volume. The analysis procedure contains four phases outlined in Figure 1. Firstly, a sample volume is pulled through the
instrument, where particulate matter is deposited onto, and gas-phase organics are adsorbed by, a quartz filter. At the termination of sampling,
the quartz filter is heated through a prescribed temperature protocol in an inert, helium (He) atmosphere. During this procedure, a portion of the
carbonaceous material is thermally pyrolyzed from the quartz filter. Gaseous exhaust is forwarded to a fixed-temperature, Manganese Oxide
(MnO2) oven that converts pyrolyzed carbonaceous species into carbon dioxide (CO2). The time-resolved concentration of released CO2 is
subsequently measured by a non-dispersive infrared (NDIR) detector. Following initial heating in the He environment, the sample is heated
through a similar protocol in an oxidizing (Ox) environment. In the presence of oxygen, refractory carbonaceous species remaining on the quartz
filter are oxidized and then forwarded through the MnO2 oven and NDIR detector in the same manner. Once sampled carbonaceous species
Copyright © 2019 Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivs 3.0 Unported
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have been fully evolved from the quartz filter, a final in-test calibration procedure is performed. A fixed quantity (nominally 0.8 mL) of a 5%
methane (CH4)-helium mixture is introduced into the instrument, oxidized in the MnO2 oven, converted to CO2, and subsequently measured
by the NDIR. The integrated NDIR signal during this in-test calibration phase (termed the CH4-loop) corresponds to the known carbon mass
(introduced as CH4) and therefore quantifies the sensitivity of the NDIR, which can drift in time. This measure of NDIR sensitivity is then used to
infer carbon masses from the NDIR signal during the prior He- and Ox-phases of the analysis.

Figure 1: Thermal-optical analysis procedure. Analysis procedure of the thermal-optical OCEC instrument. Following the acquisition of a
sample onto the quartz filter (step 0), three main analysis steps are performed. Two thermal protocols first in a helium atmosphere (He-phase,
step 1) and then in an oxidizing atmosphere (Ox-phase, step 2) are executed, where carbonaceous components are pyrolyzed/oxidized from
the quartz filter, further oxidized into CO2 within a secondary catalyzing oven, and subsequently measured by an NDIR detector. A final in-test
calibration procedure (CH4-loop, step 3) is performed, where the oxidation of a known mass of methane provides a measure of sensitivity of the
NDIR detector. Detector sensitivity is coupled with NDIR-measured CO2 during the He- and Ox-phases to quantify carbon mass loading on the
quartz filter. Please click here to view a larger version of this figure.
The mass of injected carbon during the CH4-loop can be sensitive to operational conditions such that intermittent calibration is required. This
calibration uses an aqueous sucrose solution of known concentration (approximately 0.99%m/m) as an external standard. Repeated tests are
performed where different known volumes of the sucrose solution are introduced in random order into the instrument and the thermal-optical
analysis is performed. Each repeated test (i.e., results from each injection and subsequent analysis) yields an integrated NDIR signal during
the CH4-loop (“calibration area”) and an integrated NDIR signal for total carbon (i.e., signal during the He- and Ox-phases; referred to as “total
area”), which corresponds to the known mass of carbon in sucrose. Linear regression of the known carbon mass with instrument-reported “total
area” provides a measure of mean NDIR sensitivity. This sensitivity is then coupled with the mean “calibration area” to yield calibrated knowledge
of the carbon mass injected during the CH4-loop.
Beyond calibration, a key challenge in the interpretation of results from the OCEC instrument is the determination of the relative fractions of
OC and EC in the measured sample. As OC pyrolyzes during the He-phase of the temperature protocol, a fraction chars on the filter rather
than being released, oxidized in the MnO2 oven, and detected by the NDIR. In theory, this charred refractory OC (termed pyrolyzed carbon,
PC) remains on the filter until the Ox-phase, when it is oxidized alongside EC. Consequently, naively labelling all evolved carbon during the
He-phase as OC and evolved carbon in the Ox-phase as EC leads to biased estimates of the true fraction of OC and EC. A common means to
define the split point (i.e., the moment in time when all prior carbon evolution is considered as OC and all subsequent carbon evolution as EC)
19
is the thermal/optical-transmittance (TOT) method . Here, a laser is directed through the quartz filter during the thermal analysis and its power
(optically downstream of the quartz filter) is detected by a photodetector. By assuming that OC is not optically active at the laser wavelength
(i.e., OC negligibly absorbs light) and PC shares optical properties with EC, the split point can be estimated. The premise is to first measure the
attenuated laser power at the start of the analysis. As OC evolves (partly into light-absorbing PC), the attenuation of the laser is enhanced such
that the photodetector signal drops. As the Ox-phase is entered and EC/PC are co-evolved, attenuation is reduced, and the photodetector signal
begins to increase. The split point is defined as the instance in time when the measured laser power returns to its initial value. While the logic of
this approach is robust, the result relies upon the above-noted assumptions. As such, it is common to declare that reported OC and EC results
14,20,21
are “operationally-defined” ― i.e., they are specific to the technique employed to evaluate the split point
.
Although it is true in theory that OC is evolved in the He-phase and PC/EC are evolved in the Ox-phase, it has been observed that evolution
22,23,24,25
of PC/EC can indeed occur during the He-phase due to various mechanisms
, such that the true split point may occur prior to the
introduction of oxygen. This ambiguity in the prediction of where the split point should lie, coupled with uncertainty in the assumptions of the
optical properties of OC, PC, and EC, suggests that uncertainty in the split point could be a dominant source of uncertainty in measured carbon
masses. Fortunately, the methodical estimation of the split point via the TOT method enables an objective estimate of split point uncertainty.
To the authors’ knowledge however, there is no direct estimation (and subsequent propagation) of split point uncertainty in the manufacturer’s
26
software; reported total uncertainties are instead computed with fixed relative and absolute components . As part of this work, a novel technique
to estimate split point uncertainty is presented − the “attenuation decline” technique. In this technique, uncertainty in the split point is quantified
as the difference between evolved carbon mass at the nominal split (via the TOT method) and evolved carbon mass at a subsequent point
Copyright © 2019 Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivs 3.0 Unported
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where laser attenuation has decreased beyond some critical quantity, a prescribed fraction of the initial attenuation. A critical attenuation decline
is estimated based on the uncertainty in laser attenuation relative to its initial value; in theory, this approach captures uncertainty in the key
attenuation-matching principle of the TOT method. Furthermore, to consider (at least in part) split point uncertainty due to assumed optical
properties of PC and EC, the suggested critical attenuation decline is expanded by a factor of two.
This article presents a detailed protocol for calibrating the OCEC instrument alongside a software tool for rigorously quantifying calibration
and analysis uncertainties. Firstly, sections 1 to 3 of the protocol outline instructions for creating the aqueous sucrose solution, preparing the
instrument for calibration, and acquiring calibration data. Section 4 uses the novel, open-source, software tool (see Table of Materials) to
analyze calibration data via the software’s graphical user interface. Section 5 specifies considerations for acquiring a sample using the OCEC
instrument and section 6 describes use of the above-noted software for calculating carbon masses and associated uncertainties, including
contributions from the estimation of the split point. Novel techniques to improve the processing of OCEC data ― including the “attenuation
decline” technique introduced above ― are described in the software’s online documentation.
Within the presented software tool, calibration constants, measured carbon masses, and associated uncertainties are computed using a Monte
Carlo (MC) method. This procedure propagates errors that are not, to the authors’ knowledge, currently considered in the manufacturer’s
proprietary software. For calibration, these sources of error include uncertainty in the concentration of sucrose in the aqueous solution, accuracy
in the volume of applied sucrose solution (instrument accuracy, inter-user reproducibility, and intra-user repeatability), and uncertainty in the
linear regression. With respect to data analysis, considered sources of error include the calibration uncertainty and repeatability and, importantly,
the estimated uncertainty of the split point. Ultimately, the software enables a user to accurately quantify uncertainty in the calibration of the
instrument and propagate this uncertainty alongside that of split point estimation into the calculation of carbon masses. This represents a notable
improvement upon the manufacturer’s protocol, by directly considering key sources of error in the measurement, rather than estimating partial
uncertainties using a fixed equation.

Protocol
NOTE: This instrument contains a visible, Class 1 laser. While exposure to this low-power laser is unlikely to result in harm, the instrument
includes an interlock device in the form of a laser shroud that blocks the user from the optical path when the access panel is open. Removal of
the laser shroud disables the laser, such that exposure to the laser throughout the presented protocol should not occur. The instrument’s ovens
may heat to ~900 °C during normal operation of the instrument and components manipulated throughout the presented protocol may become
hot. Prior to performing work within the instrument’s access panel, ensure that the instrument software reads a “Status” of “Idle” and that the
“Front Oven” temperature is <90 °C. Use caution when manipulating components near the oven unit immediately following high-temperature
operations.

1. Prepare aqueous sucrose solution.
1. On a precision balance, place a clean, sealable, glass vessel of minimum 1 L in volume. Add 10 g of high-purity sucrose and 1000 g of
distilled, de-ionized (DDi) water to the vessel.
2. Seal the vessel and mix thoroughly by shaking until the sucrose is fully dissolved. Transfer a portion of the solution to a small, clean, glass jar
(Table of Materials) for pipetting.
3. Store both solutions in a refrigerator for up to six months.

2. Prepare instrument for calibration.
1. Energize the instrument and allow the rear oven to come to temperature.
2. Run a minimum of five CH4-loops to allow startup transients to dissipate.
1. In the Sample ID # field of the instrument’s software, type text to indicate startup, such as Instrument Warm-Up. In the PAR FILE
field, click the … button to browse and select the OCECgo_WarmUp.par protocol. In the Output raw data file field, click the … button
to browse and select or create a suitable .txt file such as yyyy-mm-dd_WarmUp.txt.
NOTE: The parameter file OCECgo_WarmUp.par is available in the on-line software repository for the OCECgo software tool (Table
of Materials).
2. Ensure the Use Sample File Times checkbox is unchecked. In the Sample Minutes dropdown menu, select 0. Ensure the Cycle
checkbox is checked. Click the Start Analysis button. Allow the instrument to operate for ~20 min.
NOTE: Interaction with the Sample Minutes dropdown menu must be by mouse. The instrument will not recognize manual text input.
3. During the final analysis, uncheck Cycle checkbox and allow the current analysis to finish.
3. Replace quartz filters (optional).
18
NOTE: It is recommended by the manufacturer of the instrument that filters are replaced weekly (assuming consistent use of the
instrument).
1. Remove the quartz (tube) insert.
1. Open the access panel and remove the laser shroud (de-energizing the laser). Remove the photodetector (no tools required)
by loosening the white polyoxymethylene (POM) nut behind the photodetector, disconnecting the metal tube fitting on the left
side of the photodetector, and sliding the photodetector housing off the quartz insert. Place the photodetector in the bottom of the
instrument.
2. Remove the quartz insert by loosening the white POM nut holding the quartz insert in place and — while wearing non-powdered,
disposable, plastic gloves — sliding the quartz insert out of the POM fitting.
CAUTION: The quartz insert is very fragile, place it stably on a lint-free tissue on a flat surface.
2. Using the filter removal tool, remove and dispose of the existing quartz filters. Install new quartz filters.
Copyright © 2019 Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivs 3.0 Unported
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1. Place a large quartz filter on a lint-free tissue on a flat surface. Using the filter punch tool, punch out one filter.
2. Using clean tweezers, remove the filter from the punch and place against the POM housing for the quartz insert such that the
textured surface of the filter is facing away from the oven. Wearing non-powdered, disposable, plastic gloves, use the quartz
insert to slide the quartz filter until fully seated against the oven.
3. Repeat steps 2.3.2.1 and 2.3.2.2 so that two quartz filters are installed.
4. Install a third quartz filter (referred to as the quartz “boat”) for introduction of the sucrose standard to the instrument. Repeat step 2.3.2.1.
Using clean tweezers, remove the filter from the punch and place the quartz filter “boat” into the end of the quartz insert such that the crosssections of the filter and insert are perpendicular.
5. Replace components and close the instrument.
1. Wearing non-powdered, disposable, plastic gloves, re-introduce the quartz insert into the instrument. Loosely hand-tighten the white
POM nut that secures the quartz insert in place.
2. Replace photodetector head (no tools required). Slide the photodetector housing onto the end of the quartz insert. Loosely re-connect
the metal tube fitting on the left side of the photodetector to ensure proper alignment of the photodetector and quartz insert. Loosely
hand-tighten the white POM nut securing the photodetector head onto the quartz insert. Fully hand-tighten the metal tube fitting on the
left side of the photodetector.
3. Ensure all POM nuts are fully hand-tight and secure.
NOTE: It is critical that the instrument’s oven is well-sealed from atmosphere. That is, although tools should not be used, hand-tighten
all POM nuts as much as possible. In the authors’ experience, while delicate, the quartz insert is strong in the circumferential direction
— significant tightening of the POM nuts, which ensures good seals, is unlikely to damage the quartz insert.
4. Replace the laser shroud (re-energizing the laser) and close the access panel.
6. Clean newly-installed quartz filters by running a minimum of one oven clean cycle. Click the Run dropdown menu in the instrument software’s
toolbar and select Clean Oven, which raises the front oven temperature to above ~835 °C.
7. Ensure residual carbon has been removed from the filter using blank analytical cycle(s).
1. In the PAR FILE field of the instrument’s software, click the … to browse and select the desired thermal protocol’s .par file. Ensure the
Use Sample File Times checkbox is unchecked. In the Sample Minutes dropdown menu, select 0. Ensure the Cycle checkbox is
unchecked. Click the Start Analysis button, confirm that only one analysis/cycle is desired, and allow the thermal analysis to execute.
NOTE: Interaction with the Sample Minutes dropdown menu must be by mouse. The instrument will not recognize manual text input.
8. Repeat steps 2.6 and 2.7 until the instrument-reported total carbon mass is statistically equal to zero.

3. Acquire calibration data.
1. Obtain one calibration point.
1. Remove the quartz insert via step 2.3.1 and following manufacturer-recommended pipetting procedures, aspirate 5 μL or 10 μL of
sucrose solution. Carefully deposit the sample onto the quartz boat, as close as possible to the end of the quartz insert, ensuring a
blowout procedure is executed such that the entire volume is ejected onto the quartz boat.
2. Re-introduce the quartz insert, close the instrument via step 2.5, and dry the wet filter. Click the Run dropdown menu in the instrument
software’s toolbar and select dry wet filter, which raises the front oven temperature to 110 °C.
3. Once the front oven has cooled, run the instrument protocol to be used in post-calibration measurements (selected in step 5.3.1).
1. In the Sample ID # field of the instrument’s software, type text to indicate applied sucrose volume, such as 5 uL. In the PAR
FILE field, click the … button to browse and select the desired thermal protocol’s .par file. In the Output raw data file field, click
… button to browse and select or create a suitable .txt file such as yyyy-mm-dd_Calibration.txt.
2. Ensure the Use Sample File Times checkbox is unchecked. In the Sample Minutes dropdown menu, select 0. Ensure the
Cycle checkbox is unchecked. Click the Start Analysis button, confirm that only one analysis/cycle is desired, and allow the
thermal analysis to execute.
NOTE: Interaction with the Sample Minutes dropdown menu must be by mouse. The instrument will not recognize manual text
input.
2. Obtain one blank/background calibration point. Perform step 3.1 without depositing a sucrose sample onto the quartz boat.
NOTE: To obtain an accurate blank/background, ensure that the quartz boat is exposed to ambient air as though the user were depositing a
sample of sucrose.
3. Repeat step 3.1 such that one calibration point each at 5 and 10 μL are obtained. Further repeat steps 3.1 and 3.2 as required to achieve
desired calibration uncertainty as computed in step 4.
NOTE: Section 4 may be executed following each iteration of section 3.3 to support the user in determining satisfactory convergence of the
calibration.
4. Remove the quartz boat. Remove the quartz insert via step 2.3.1. Using clean tweezers, remove the quartz boat from the quartz insert. Reintroduce the quartz insert and close the instrument via step 2.5.
5. To ensure the instrument is prepared for post-calibration measurements, run a minimum of one oven clean cycle as in step 2.6.

4. Compute calibration constant with uncertainty.
NOTE: The OCECgo software tool employs mouseover utilities to aid the user with the input of data and selection of analysis parameters.
Further information, including default and permissible ranges for user-editable fields are listed in the tool’s online documentation.
1. Load the software tool (OCECgo) and click to migrate to the Calibration Tool tab.
Copyright © 2019 Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivs 3.0 Unported
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2. Input calibration data. In section (1) of the graphical user interface (GUI), input calibration data: nominal volume of the applied sucrose
solution, instrument-reported integrated NDIR signal corresponding to total carbon (“total area”), instrument-reported integrated NDIR signal
during the CH4-loop (“calibration area”), and a Boolean to indicate whether specific points should be used in calibration (“1” for yes; “0” for
no). Repeat for each data point, adding and deleting rows to the table, as necessary, by clicking the “+ Row” and “- Row” buttons.
NOTE: The user can alternatively click the Import Calibration button to upload previous calibration data and inputs to the software tool. If
this option is exercised, go to step 4.4 to re-create plots in GUI section (3) or go directly to section 6 to analyze instrument data.
3. Define uncertainty data for use in the Monte Carlo analysis.
1. In GUI section (2)(a), input data pertaining to the aqueous sucrose solution. Input masses of sucrose and DDi water measured during
step 1.1 and the absolute 2σ bias of the scale [g] used to measure DDi and sucrose masses — absolute bias is equivalent to the
scale’s reported accuracy. Input the nominal minimum purity of sucrose [%m/m] listed on the sucrose vessel’s label and insert the range
of ambient temperatures [°C] observed during the acquisition of calibration data.
NOTE: 2σ corresponds to two times the standard deviation, which in the context of a normal (Gaussian) distribution is a conservative
estimate of the 95% confidence interval (CI).
2. In section (2)(b), provide data pertaining to pipette uncertainty. Input relative 2σ equipment-reported accuracy (bias error), equipment
reported repeatability (precision error), precision error corresponding to intra-user repeatability, and bias error corresponding to interuser reproducibility for aspirated volumes of 5 μL and 10 μL.
NOTE: Default pipette uncertainties correspond to the instrument listed in the Table of Materials. Default 2σ human-errors were
estimated based on the pooled variances of studies of intra-user repeatability and inter-user reproducibility at each volume.
3. In section (2)(c), input the desired number of Monte Carlo draws for the computation of calibration metrics.
NOTE: The number of Monte Carlo draws corresponds to the number of random computations of the mass calibration constant under
the Monte Carlo framework. Larger numbers yield more consistent results but take longer to process (more computational time). The
6
2
8
default value in OCECgo is 10 while permitted values are [10 , 10 ].
4. Run analysis. In GUI section (3), press
to run the Monte Carlo analysis to process calibration data.
5. Update the instrument calibration file with the results presented in section (4). Open the instrument’s parameter file:
SCInstrumentParameters.txt. Find the line of text containing the existing calibration data — this line of text includes a comment on
the righthand side reading “Calibration Constant…”. Replace the numerical data with the reported “Calibrated Carbon Mass” and “Mean
Calibration (CH4-loop) Area”. Save and close the parameter file and re-start the instrument’s software.
6. Save and/or export calibration results (optional).
1. Click the Save as Default Calibration button to store the calibration result for default use by the software.
NOTE: Calibration results are stored in an initialization file that, upon rebooting of the software, reloads the latest calibration. The user
is warned if the current date is more than 30 days from the latest calibration.
2. Click the Export Calibration Results button to export the calibration data.
NOTE: Numerical data are exported to a pre-formatted .xlsx file and visualization of the Monte Carlo results are exported as a .png file.
This saved calibration file is useful if results are to be reanalyzed/imported at a later date using the applicable calibration.
7. Once calibration is complete, remove the quartz boat. Following step 2.3.1, remove the quartz insert from the instrument. Using forceps or
tweezers, remove the quartz boat used for calibration. Following step 2.5, replace the quartz insert and close the instrument.

5. Obtain measurement data.
1. Set the desired sample flow rate (optional). Open the instrument’s valve control file: valve_table.txt. Set the “collect” parameter of “Valve A”,
which represents the target sample flow rate in liters per minute, to an integer value between 2 and 8 (inclusive).
NOTE: The instrument's software must be restarted following changes to the valve control file.
2. Set the desired sampling period.
1. If an immediate sample is desired. Ensure the Use Sample File Times checkbox is unchecked. In the Sample Minutes dropdown
menu, select the desired sample period in minutes. If multiple, consecutive examples are desired, ensure the Cycle checkbox is
checked. Otherwise, ensure the Cycle checkbox unchecked.
NOTE: Interaction with the Sample Minutes dropdown menu must be by mouse. The instrument will not recognize manual text input.
2. If it is desired to delay sample acquisition. Open the instrument’s sample time control file: SamTimePar1.txt. Each row of this file
contains a comma-separated pair of the sample time start and duration. Edit this file as desired, then save and close the file and restart the instrument’s software.
3. Execute the thermal analysis.
1. In the Sample ID # field of the instrument’s software, type text to define the sample, such as Sample_01. In the PAR FILE field, click
the … button to browse and select the desired thermal protocol’s .par file. In the Output raw data file field, click the … button to
browse and select or create a suitable .txt file such as yyyy-mm-dd_Samples.txt.
2. Click the Start Analysis button. If required, confirm that only one analysis/cycle is desired.
NOTE: Experience has identified, with two unique instruments, that the internal measurement of sample volume disagrees with
measurements using an external high-accuracy mass flow meter, with errors exceeding 10% in some cases. Furthermore, errors in
the instrument-reported sample volume have been noted to be sensitive to both sample flow rate and sample duration. It is therefore
recommended to externally measure the sampled volume at the outlet of the sample pump with a high-accuracy mass flow meter such
as that listed in the Table of Materials.
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6. Compute carbon masses and uncertainties.
NOTE: The OCECgo software tool exploits mouseover utilities to aid the user with the input of data and selection of analysis parameters. Further
information, including default and permissible ranges for user-editable fields are listed in the tool’s online documentation.
1. Load the software tool (OCECgo) and click to migrate to the Data Analysis – Inputs tab.
2. Load time-resolved instrument data — GUI section (1). In sub-section (a), click the Browse… button and, in the file selection dialog, select
the .txt results file defined in step 5.3.1. In sub-section (b), review the Sample IDs (as defined in step 5.3.1), and click to select the analysis of
interest. In sub-section (c), review the analysis metadata, particularly the analysis’ Sample Start timestamp.
3. Define data-processing options — GUI section (2).
1. In sub-section (a), select the desired laser correction procedure: a quadratic- or linear-dependence on oven temperature.
NOTE: In the experience of the authors, the laser correction procedure typically has a negligible effect ― as such, the quadratic
correction is recommended and is loaded as the default value.
2. In sub-section (b), select the desired NDIR correction procedure: correction via a convex hull to the raw NDIR data or a linear
correction using the instrument-reported NDIR areas (From results file).
NOTE: The novel convex hull technique (briefly described in the software’s online documentation) corrects the NDIR signal by fitting a
convex hull as a lower-bound to the NDIR time series; this technique allows for a non-linear (piecewise) correction to the NDIR signal.
In the experience of the authors, linear correction of the NDIR detector can, in some circumstances, yield non-physical results ― as
such, the “Convex Hull” procedure is recommended and is loaded as the default value.
3. In sub-section (c), if desired, adjust the parameters of the generalized t-distribution reported for the mass calibration constant
(calculated in step 4.4) and the estimated calibration repeatability error.
NOTE: Execution of step 4.4 or import of prior calibration results (see step 4.6.2) automatically updates the generalized t-distribution
parameters. Repeatability in instrument calibration (“Rep. [%]”) is set to a default value of 7.90%, based on repeatability testing by the
27
authors .
21
4. In sub-section (d), press
to create/update the analysis’ thermogram and AVEC (laser attenuation vs. evolved carbon ) plots.
NOTE: If the From results file button is selected (step 6.3.2), in the file selection dialog, select the .xlsx results file created by the
instrument.
4. Define the split point determination procedure — GUI section (3) and (4).
1. In sub-section (3)(a), select the desired procedure to calculate the split point and associated uncertainty: the novel “Attenuation
decline” procedure described in the introduction section, a manually-defined split point and uncertainty (“Manual selection”), or the
default TOT procedure of the manufacturer (“Manufacturer”).
NOTE: The width of the split point range when using the manufacturer’s procedure is set to zero (i.e., the manufacturer’s procedure
does not consider split point uncertainty).
2. In sub-section (3)(b), depending on the selected procedure to calculate the split point and uncertainty, define the nominal (mean) split
point, split point uncertainty, initial laser attenuation, and/or critical attenuation decline.
NOTE: The user inputs the initial laser attenuation and a threshold of attenuation decline for the “Attenuation decline” procedure and
inputs the split mean and split uncertainty for the “Manual selection” procedure. Initial laser attenuation is not used in the “Manual
selection” procedure but can be tuned to support the manual selection of the split point.
3. In section (4), review the accuracy and uncertainty of the split point. Leveraging the AVEC plot, repeat steps 6.4.1 and 6.4.2 as
required, until a satisfactory split point and reasonable split point uncertainty are achieved. Use the zoom in ( ), zoom out ( ), and
pan ( ) utilities as required to manipulate the AVEC plot and support the selection of the split point and its uncertainty.
5. Run Monte Carlo analysis — GUI section (5).
1. In sub-section (a), insert the estimated precision of the instrument as a whole.
NOTE: Instrument precision (repeatability) in units of µg. The default value in OCECgo (0.031 μg) is based on estimates by the authors
via replicate blank analyses.
2. In sub-section (b), insert the desired number of Monte Carlo draws for the computation of carbon masses.
NOTE: The number of Monte Carlo draws corresponds to the number of random computations of the carbon masses under the Monte
Carlo framework. Larger numbers yield more accurate and consistent results, at the cost of computational time. The default value in
6
2
8
OCECgo is 10 while permitted values are [10 , 10 ].
3. In sub-section (c), press
to run the Monte Carlo analysis to compute carbon masses and associated uncertainties.
NOTE: Following execution of the Monte Carlo analysis, the user is migrated to the Data Analysis Tool – Results tab.
6. Review results. The Data Analysis Tool – Results tab reports statistics of the measured OC, EC, and total carbon (TC); histograms of the
Monte Carlo results; and the best-fitting posterior probability distribution of carbon masses for use in subsequent Monte Carlo procedures,
28
chosen by the Akaike information criterion .
1. Press the Export Analysis Results button to export the Monte Carlo results.
NOTE: Numerical data are exported to a pre-formatted .xlsx file and visualization of the Monte Carlo results are exported as a .png file.
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Representative Results
Representative results for the calibration of the OCEC instrument are presented using example calibration data acquired by the authors,
shown in Table 1. Here, a six-point calibration is used, obtained using the developed software and following the manufacturer’s example in
18
the instrument manual . Results are shown in Figure 2. Figure 2a presents the results of linear regression on the calibration data under
an MC framework. Black points correspond to the 2σ confidence interval of each of the six calibration points — i.e., carbon mass in the
deposited sucrose is on the horizontal axis and instrument-reported total area (column 2 of Table 1) is on the vertical axis. The red shaded
region represents the 2σ CI of the linear regression based on these six uncertain calibration data points ― two each for 0, 5, and 10 μL of the
sucrose solution (column 1 of Table 1). The mean carbon mass injected during the CH4-loop is determined within the MC method. For each
7
MC draw (2×10 in this example), a randomized calibration area (based on the distribution of the mean of calibration areas from column 3 of
Table 1) is coupled with the uncertain linear model to obtain a MC-estimate of CH4-loop carbon mass. The horizontal and vertical blue shaded
regions correspond to the 2σ CIs of the mean calibration area and mass calibration constant from the MC analysis. The MC-estimates of these
calibration data are shown in the scatterplot-histogram in Figure 2b. This example dataset yielded a calibration constant of 18.49 μgC ± 2.78%.
Calibration Data
Volume of Sucrose Solution [μL]

"Total" NDIR
Area [-]

"Calibration" NDIR
Area [-] (CH4-loop)

0

3041

31297

5

38229

31281

5

37321

32056

10

72472

31435

0

1589

31583

10

72914

30926

a

a

Nominal concentration of 4.148 ± 0.022 gC/L at 25 °C
Table 1: Representative calibration data. Representative calibration data containing two blanks and two measurements each at 5 μL and 10
18
μL of sucrose solution, consistent with the manufacturer’s example in the instrument manual .

Figure 2: Representative calibration results. (a) Results of the MC-regression of a six-point calibration dataset obtained by the authors.
Calibration data with 2σ uncertainties are represented by black boxes and the 2σ CI of the linear regression is shown in the red shaded region.
The horizontal blue bar corresponds to the 2σ CI of the mean NDIR area during the CH4-loops (“calibration areas”), which are coupled with the
uncertain linear regression to yield the 2σ CI of the mass calibration constant (represented by the vertical blue bar). (b) A scatterplot-histogram
representing the MC-computed calibration data; mass calibration constant on the horizontal axis and mean calibration area on the vertical axis.
In this example uncertainty in the mass calibration constant was approximately 2.78%. Please click here to view a larger version of this figure.
A representative data analysis using the developed software is provided for a measurement of carbonaceous emissions from a laboratory soot
29
generator (MiniCAST 5201 Type C) burning nitrogen-diluted propane fuel . Summaries of the sample data in the form of an OCEC thermogram
21
(a plot displaying laser power, NDIR, and oven temperature during an OCEC analysis) and an AVEC plot — created during protocol step 6.3.4
— are shown in Figure 3a and Figure 3b, respectively. In this example, uncertainty in the split point is estimated using the above-described
“Attenuation decline” technique developed by the authors. The critical decline in attenuation was quantified as 1.342% yielding a split point
uncertainty of 4.50% of TC mass. Key results of this analysis ― carbon mass statistics and best-fitting posterior distributions ― are summarized
in Table 2.
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Figure 3: Representative analysis data. (a) A thermogram of OCEC-measured laser power, NDIR signal, desired (set), and measured (actual,
act.) oven temperature. (b) The attenuation vs. evolved carbon (AVEC) plot corresponding to the presented histogram. The points correspond
to instantaneous data reported at 1 Hz, with point colouring representing the instantaneous front oven (filter) temperature. The horizontal black
line corresponds to the initial laser attenuation (following sample acquisition and prior to thermal analysis) used in the determination of the split
point, while the horizontal red line corresponds to a 1.342% decline in initial laser attenuation used to estimate uncertainty in the split point. The
grey shaded region represents the 2σ CI of the split point for this analysis, which is approximately 4.50% of TC mass. Please click here to view a
larger version of this figure.
Carbon Type

Mean Mass
[μgC]

2σ Uncertainty
of MC Data

Best-fitting
a
Distribution

Organic
Carbon (OC)

26.94

-21.3%
+22.2%

N(26.94, 2.925)

Elemental
Carbon (EC)

93.11

-9.98%
+10.4%

Γ(385.7, 0.2414)

Total
Carbon (TC)

120.05

-8.32%
+8.40%

N(120.1, 5.014)

a

Normal: N(μ, σ); Gamma: Γ(a, b[scale])
Table 2: Representative carbon mass results. MC-computed OC, EC, and TC masses for the example data plotted in Figure 3 with a 2σ
uncertainty in the split point of 4.50%, corresponding to a 1.342% decline in initial laser attenuation. Listed are the mean and 2σ uncertainties of
the MC data, in addition to the best-fitting posterior distributions.

Discussion
Table 3 shows the contribution of the specific sources of uncertainty to the mass calibration constant for the example case described in Table
1 and Figure 2. Cumulative calibration uncertainty resulting from bias error in the NDIR detector, bias error in the concentration of sucrose, and
precision and bias error in pipetted volumes are listed. Bias error in the NDIR detector (i.e., variance in the “calibration area”) tends to dominate,
with bias in the pipetting procedure being second-most important (although quite small in the representative example). Proper estimation of
pipetting error is thus critical to ensuring accurate quantification of overall calibration uncertainty; referring to protocol step 4.3.2, it is therefore
suggested that intra-user repeatability and inter-user reproducibility be assessed for each group of users and pipette. In contrast, uncertainty
due to the concentration of sucrose in the external standard is negligibly small. Furthermore, there appears to be negligible contribution from
Copyright © 2019 Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivs 3.0 Unported
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regression uncertainty, a likely consequence of the good linearity of the instrument − the coefficient of determination (R ) for a linear fit of the
calibration data generally exceeds 99.95%. If calibration data are not sufficiently linear, the software automatically warns the user, who is then
able to troubleshoot the dataset via the Boolean control noted in protocol step 4.2; the user can then modify their calibration dataset by acquiring
replacement data as needed.
Considered Uncertainties

Full (6-point) Calibration

NDIR bias

± 2.61%

+ Sucrose solution

± 2.61%

+ Pipette

± 2.78%

Nominal Result [μgC]

18.49

Table 3: Uncertainties in mass calibration constant. Representative contribution of uncertainties in the calibration of the OCEC instrument
for the example six-point calibration (see Table 1). Overall calibration uncertainty is dominated by bias in the NDIR detector with error due to
accuracy in the pipetting of the sucrose solution, including human-errors (inter-user reproducibility and intra-user repeatability), being secondmost important, followed by uncertainty in linear regression and sucrose concentration (which are both negligible).
Calibration of the OCEC instrument is a time-consuming procedure, typically requiring 2−3 hours to complete depending upon the length of the
thermal protocol employed. A more rapid calibration procedure is desirable. To this end, the efficacy of a modified, truncated calibration protocol
was analyzed with the presented software tool. The developed MC procedure was executed using all possible subsets of the example calibration
data listed in Table 1 — limited to cases with three or more data and a minimum of one blank measurement. All resulting mass calibration
constants from this analysis are plotted in Figure 4 as a function of number of calibration data used, where calibration constants have been
normalized by the full (6-point) calibration result. Unsurprisingly, uncertainty in the calibration constant increases as available calibration data are
reduced. Importantly however, the means of all truncated calibrations fall within the 2σ CI of the full calibration result, which is a consequence
of the above-noted linearity of the instrument. This consistency in the MC-average suggests that a modified, faster calibration consisting of
few calibration data can be employed as a “bump test” check of the OCEC instrument’s calibration. That is, if the MC-average of a 3-point
calibration data set is within the 2σ CI of the existing calibration, it is likely that the OCEC instrument does not require re-calibration. It is also
apparent in Figure 4 that calibration uncertainty is reduced with more calibration data, but the reduction in uncertainty suffers from diminishing
returns. Referring to Table 3 and its discussion above, since calibration uncertainties are dominated by NDIR bias (quantified with the standard
th
error of the “calibration areas”), the marginal decrease in calibration uncertainty by including the n data point can be estimated with the factor
√(1−1/n). Consequently, in the representative example, the marginal reduction in uncertainty is larger when moving from a three- to a four-point
calibration than when moving from a five- to a six-point calibration. The developed software tool, which can be executed following acquisition of
each calibration data point (i.e., following each repetition of protocol step 3.3), allows the user to quantify calibration uncertainty throughout the
acquisition of data. Critically, this ability enables the user to not only decide upon adequate convergence of the calibration in the context of its
uncertainty, but also detect the presence of spurious data — that is, an incremental decrease in calibration uncertainty that is notably different
than expected highlights to the user that the most recently acquired calibration data point could be flawed.

Figure 4: Assessment of sample size on calibration uncertainty. Computed mass calibration constant for all possible combinations of
calibration data listed in Table 1 (requiring a minimum of three data, including at least one blank) normalized by the result using all six data.
Relative uncertainty in the calibration constant decreases with an increase in the number of calibration data. The blue shaded area in the figure
corresponds to the 2σ CI of the calibration constant computed using all calibration data. It is apparent that all nominal results are within this CI
suggesting that — although uncertain — a truncated calibration procedure of just three calibration data points might be used as a “bump test”
check of the instrument’s calibration. Please click here to view a larger version of this figure.
Calculated carbon masses and uncertainties for four example datasets are detailed in Table 4; these data are sourced from measurements
27,29
29
of carbonaceous emissions from hydrocarbon flames
, gas turbines , and fine-mode (< 2 μm) carbonaceous particles obtained from sub30
ocean sediment samples . Computed (MC-average) OC, EC, and TC masses are shown in Table 4 alongside the computed critical attenuation
decline and the EC/TC ratio for each dataset, showing the breadth of the example data in the context of sampled carbon composition.
Summarized in Table 4 are the sources and overall uncertainties in carbon mass using the presented software tool compared to those reported
by the instrument. Within the software tool, the combination (product distribution) of calibration uncertainty and repeatability yields the overall
uncertainty in MC-computed TC mass (quantified as −8.32/+8.40% in the present work), which is independent of uncertainty in the split point
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and therefore acts as a lower limit in the uncertainty of OC and EC masses. These representative calibration uncertainties are applied to each
example dataset while maintaining the nominal mass calibration constant used in the original analyses.

Table 4: Uncertainties in data analysis. Contribution to uncertainty in OCEC-measured carbon masses for four example datasets from a broad
27,29,30
range of sources and performed by different laboratories
. (a) Key numerical results from the example datasets: OC, EC, and TC masses,
critical attenuation decline for the quantification of split point uncertainty, and elemental-to-total carbon ratio. (b) A summary of uncertainties in
the calculated carbon masses. Contributing sources of uncertainty include that of the mass calibration constant, repeatability of the calibration
procedure, and uncertainty in the split point (relative to TC mass) corresponding to the critical attenuation decline listed in (a). Uncertainties
in the carbon masses using the fixed equations (Eq. (1)) employed by the instrument are also shown in (b). Red and yellow highlighting of the
data correspond to under- and over-estimation of uncertainty, respectively, when using the fixed equations relative to the present method. In
most cases, the instrument under-estimates carbon mass uncertainty however, if measured OC or EC mass is small, the instrument may overestimate uncertainty as compared to the present software. Please click here to download this file.
For these examples, the attenuation decline technique for quantifying the split point uncertainty was employed. OCECgo-computed critical
values of attenuation decline ranged from of 1.342% to 2.059% resulting in split point uncertainties from 0.10% to 4.50% of TC mass. While
the employed values of attenuation decline are indeed somewhat subjective − particularly the employed factor to estimate uncertainty in the
split point due to that of optical properties − these examples highlight the dependence of split point uncertainty upon the specific analysis data.
For example, split point uncertainty is sensitive to the slope of the AVEC plot in the vicinity of the nominal split point. Consider dataset “A”
corresponding to the example data in Figure 3 and dataset “D”; despite having similar critical attenuation declines, the relatively shallow and
steep slopes of their respective AVEC plots (e.g., see Figure 3b for dataset “A”) yield the largest and smallest split point uncertainties of 4.50%
and 0.10% of TC mass. Additionally, the example data show that the influence of uncertainty in the split point depends largely on its scale relative
to the nominal OC and EC masses. Consider example datasets “B” and “C”, which have near-identical split point uncertainties (≈1.22% of TC
mass); dataset “C” contains ≈43% OC while dataset “B” contains ≈8%; the lower relative quantity of OC in the latter results in an almost doubling
of OC mass uncertainty. Critically, these results highlight the requirement to directly consider split point uncertainty in the context of the analysis’
AVEC data and overall carbon masses.
Manufacturer-reported uncertainties in carbon masses are also shown in Table 4. These estimates do not directly consider uncertainties in the
26
calibration and split point, but rather are calculated using the fixed relations shown in Eq. (1) , where mi represents the nominal mass of the
specific carbon component.
(1)
These fixed relations permit estimated uncertainties in OC and/or EC mass to be artificially less than that of TC mass ― this condition occurs
when OC or EC mass is less than one third of TC mass, as is the case for datasets “A”, “B”, and “D”. This result is non-physical, since relative
uncertainty in OC and EC masses must be bounded below by the that of TC mass, a consequence of the propagation of split point uncertainty
into the calculated OC and EC masses. Cells highlighted red and yellow in the table correspond to under- and over-estimations of carbon
mass uncertainty when using Eq. (1) from the manufacturer. The fixed equations under-estimate TC mass uncertainty for all four examples,
a consequence of computed TC masses being sufficiently large. In most cases, the fixed equations also under-estimate EC and OC mass
uncertainty, except where OC (dataset “B”) and EC (dataset “D”) were sufficiently small to cause over-estimation via Eq. (1). This asymptotic
increase in uncertainty via Eq. (1) agrees with the present software since uncertainty in OC and EC masses due to that of the split point are
dependent upon their absolute magnitude; however, uncertainties via the fixed equations fail to track with those of the present software, which
directly considers and propagates split point uncertainty in the context of specific analysis data.
Use of a MC framework in the presented software tool is necessary to accurately propagate component uncertainties through the non-linear
algorithms of thermal-optical OC/EC analyses. It is important to note however, through their inherently random nature, that MC methods are
not deterministic and tend to yield inconsistent results if the employed number of MC draws/repetitions (see protocol steps 4.3.3 and 6.5.2)
is insufficient ― akin to a statistically undersized sample. Therefore, there is an inherent consistency vs. computation time trade-off to be
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considered when processing data using OCECgo. It is thus recommended to users to perform preliminary processing and troubleshooting
4
of the data using a small number of MC draws (e.g., 10 ). Once computations yield satisfactory results, the user should then increase the
6
8
number of MC draws (to 10 -10 ) to yield a result that is less-affected by the discrete and random nature of the MC method. Beyond the
necessary “operational definition” of thermal-optical OC/EC analyses, there are other limitations in the processing of these data that must also
be recognized when using OCECgo to compute and report OC/EC data. Firstly, NDIR-based instruments (such as that listed in the Table of
Materials) suffer from drift in the NDIR signal that must be corrected. In the present protocol (see step 6.3.2 and the OCECgo documentation),
a novel approach to correct drift in the NDIR detector can be optionally employed by the user. While, in the authors’ experience this yields
improved results over the manufacturer’s standard linear NDIR correction, it must be noted that uncertainty in this NDIR correction is challenging
if not impossible to quantify and therefore remains an unaccounted component of uncertainty in the computation of carbon masses. In a similar
vein, it is also challenging to quantify uncertainty in the necessary assumption that PC and EC share optical properties. If selected (see protocol
step 6.4.1), the critical attenuation decline technique attempts to conservatively bound the effect of this assumption through a subjective
expansion factor. Importantly however, this is necessarily only an estimate, and the user is suggested to assess the effect of this expansion
factor (i.e., the critical attenuation decline) on their specific data. OCECgo is provided as an open-source tool so that it may easily be extended
by the authors and other interested collaborators to not only interface with other instruments but to also include other useful, field-specific,
functionalities. Overall, the developed open-source software tool coupled with the detailed calibration procedure is intended to help achieve more
accurate measurements of OC, EC, and TC mass in aerosol samples while streamlining the robust calculation of measurement uncertainties.
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